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Abstract
In 2009 studies were initiated in response to the Augustine Commission’s review of the Human
Spaceflight Program to examine the feasibility of additional options for space exploration
beyond the lunar missions planned in the Constellation Program. One approach called a Flexible
Path option included possible human missions to near-Earth asteroids. This paper presents an
overview of possible asteroid missions with emphasis on the habitation options and vehicle
configurations conceived for the crew excursion vehicles. One launch vehicle concept
investigated for the Flexible Path option was to use a dual launch architecture that could serve a
wide variety of exploration goals. The dual launch concept used two medium sized heavy lift
launch vehicles for lunar missions as opposed to the single Saturn V architecture used for the
Apollo Program, or the one-and-a-half vehicle Ares I / Ares V architecture proposed for the
Constellation Program. This dual launch approach was studied as a Flexible Path option for
lunar missions and for possible excursions to other destinations like geosynchronous earth
orbiting satellites, Lagrange points, and as presented in this paper, asteroid rendezvous. New
habitation and exploration systems for the crew are presented that permit crew sizes from 2 to 4,
and mission durations from 100 to 360 days. Vehicle configurations are presented that include
habitation systems and tools derived from International Space Station (ISS) experience and new
extra-vehicular activity tools for asteroid exploration, Figure 1. Findings from these studies and
as presented in this paper indicate that missions to near-Earth asteroids appear feasible in the
near future using the dual launch architecture, the technologies under development from the
Constellation Program, and systems derived from the current ISS Program. In addition, the
capabilities derived from this approach that are particularly beneficial to the commercial sector
include human access to geosynchronous orbit and the Lagrange points with new tools for
satellite servicing and in-space assembly.
Figure 1. The Flexible Path vehicle for asteroid missions includes an ISS derived habitat and
the Orion crew exploration vehicle.
